
 

Saving sand: South Carolina beaches become
a model for preservation

October 23 2009

While most people head to Myrtle Beach for vacation, a group of
scientists have been hitting the famous South Carolina beach for years to
figure out how to keep the sand from washing away.

Although they studied only a limited segment of beach, their work is a
model for beach preservation that can apply elsewhere. And with talk of
"balancing the sand budget" and money saved on restoration, their
findings sound financial.

The study will be presented to scientists from around the world at the
International Geological Programs Annual Conference, Oct. 25 to 31 in
Myrtle Beach.

"Effective beach preservation requires knowing the beach's sand budget
and understanding the geology that constrains it," said U.S. Geological
Survey lead scientist Walter Barnhardt. "It takes a systematic approach
and strong partnerships at all levels of government with neighborhood
associations and universities to keep a beach from simply washing
away."

The main objective of this 7-year study, done in cooperation with the
South Carolina Sea Grant Consortium, was to improve projections of
coastal change by determining the geologic features and ocean processes
that control sediment movement along the coast.

"As a result of this work, we were able to identify offshore sand sources
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that could be used for future beach replenishment without causing a
bigger erosion problem elsewhere," said Barnhardt.

Controlling beach erosion will likely become more difficult as a result of
climate change with its attendant sea-level rise and increase in the
number and intensity of storms. This is particularly true in places like
South Carolina that have a broad, low-elevation coast and a sand
shortage.

"The comprehensive nature of this study -- considering the geologic
framework, behavior and driving processes regionally -- has resulted in a
remarkable baseline for better managing our beach and near- shore
resources," said Paul Gayes, Director of Coastal Carolina University's
Center for Marine and Wetland Studies.

"From inventory of potential future beach nourishment sand resources,
to distribution of important hardbottom fish habitat, to models of beach
behavior, this study forms the starting point for many present and future
efforts. This work is regularly cited as a model approach and result for
similar studies and efforts around the country," said Gayes.

For this study, scientists examined land and marine environments in a
62-mile-long segment of South Carolina's coast. The swath extends more
than 3 miles inland and 6 miles seaward. They tracked waves and sand
movement, drilled cores, mapped the topography and geology onshore
and offshore, and monitored coastal change.

Key Findings:

Sand is a scarce resource near Myrtle Beach

The beaches are thin ribbons of sand that sit on top of
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sedimentary rocks. They receive little or no sand from
nearby rivers.

Offshore, there is little sand to wash ashore and replenish
the beach. Large expanses offshore are exposed as hard
grounds that are locally overlain by sand less than 3 feet
thick.

Sand is transported primarily from northeast to southwest in the
area. Large sand deposits have accumulated seaward of Murrell's
Inlet and Winyah Bay, SC. These and other sand deposits could
serve as offshore sources of beach nourishment in the future.

Effective beach management requires a regional, systematic
effort to

understand the geology and how it constrains sand
supplies and sand movement,

determine patterns of shoreline change by surveying
beaches at regular intervals over several years and

identify ocean processes that drive coastal erosion.

A detailed record of coastal change provides guidance for land
use and a rationale for development decisions such as
determining setbacks necessary to protect property.

Climate change will affect many beaches; low elevation beaches
are vulnerable over greater inland areas.

More information: Coastal Change Along the Coast of Northeastern
South Carolina - The South Carolina Coastal Erosion Study (USGS
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Circular 1339), is available online. Printed copies are available from the
USGS Store (Product #222905) 
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